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OVERVIEW 

Visitors to the sculpture garden at La Luna are invited to navigate the grounds while following a 

kite tail as it weaves in and out of trees and vines of the Enchanted Forest.  At tail’s end, or rather 

at its beginning, I intend to install a large deconstructed kite made up of original blueprint fabric. 

What makes this blueprint in the trees extraordinary, is the fabric was made onsite using the sun, 

water, and found objects gathered from the forest and beach.  My blueprint kite is unexpected 

and will add a playful element to the sculpture garden.   

GOALS 

1. To to spark visitors’ imagination and curiosity. 

2. To install ‘You Are Here’ by Friday, June 15th. 

3. To allow the weather elements and conditions of the forest to fade and age the blueprint 

naturally. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

‘You Are Here’ is a deconstructed kite made of cyanotype fabric.  Cyanotype (or blueprint) is a 

photographic process which uses two UV light sensitive chemicals that naturally turn blue and 

white when exposed to sunlight and after developed in water.  The blueprint fabric will be 

stretched around a triangular shaped wood stretcher frame.   

The height of the triangle stretcher frame is roughly 60” (1.5 meters).  Paracord will attach the 

artwork to the trees, approximately 10’ off the ground (about 3).  The kite tail is made of the same 

blue and white cyanotype fabric and will be installed at various heights around the trees and 

vines in the forest.   

 



 

 

PROCESS  

Exposing the found objects for 15 minutes in sunlight 

   

Rinsing the fabric and drying the finished cyanotype 

   

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Illustration of the final deconstructed kite shaped installation: 

  

 

 


